This paper proposes a new HDP based online review rating regression model named Topic-Sentiment-Preference Regression Analysis (TSPRA). TSPRA combines topics (i.e. product aspects), word sentiment and user preference as regression factors, and is able to perform topic clustering, review rating prediction, sentiment analysis and what we invent as "critical aspect" analysis altogether in one framework. TSPRA extends sentiment approaches by integrating the key concept "user preference" in collaborative filtering (CF) models into consideration, while it is distinct from current CF models by decoupling "user preference" and "sentiment" as independent factors. Our experiments conducted on 22 Amazon datasets show overwhelming better performance in rating predication against a state-of-art model FLAME (2015) in terms of error, Pearson's Correlation and number of inverted pairs. For sentiment analysis, we compare the derived word sentiments against a public sentiment resource SenticNet3 and our sentiment estimations clearly make more sense in the context of online reviews. Last, as a result of the de-correlation of "user preference" from "sentiment", TSPRA is able to evaluate a new concept "critical aspects", defined as the product aspects seriously concerned by users but negatively commented in reviews. Improvement to such "critical aspects" could be most effective to enhance user experience.
Introduction
The rapidly growing amount of rated online reviews brings great challenges as well as needs for regression analysis on review ratings. It has been studied in various publications that factors like review texts, product aspects, word sentiments, aspect sentiments, user clusters, and product clusters, have been integrated in the regression analysis. Models built from such analysis of course can be applied to "predict" ratings of unannotated reviews, meanwhile the factor estimations obtained from regression may provide insight about users or products and is helpful for decision makers to conduct business activities.
Many recent review models [1] , [2] , [3] , etc. adopt a topic modeling method Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] as the modeling framework. In LDA, product aspects involved in an online review are treated as topics. In future discussion, "topics" and "product aspects" are synonyms and equivalent.
A further development of topic modeling methods is Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) [5] , which replaces the Dirichlet allocation in LDA with Dirichlet processes. The distinct advantage of employing the Dirichlet process is that the number of topics is inferred by the model from data rather than specified. As a result, it becomes unnecessary to experiment on aspect numbers as is done in [1] . Experiments to compare these two models have consistently shown HDP transcends LDA in terms of perplexity in different settings, see [6] and [7] . However, all review models examined in this paper are not based on the HDP.
In this paper we build a new review model Topic-Sentiment-Preference Regression Analysis (TSPRA) based on the HDP framework. In TSPRA, topics, sentiments and user preferences are considered as regression factors. TSPRA is driven by three major considerations. The first one is to develop an automatic approach to evaluate word sentiments. Until recently, many sentiment analyses still depend on manually annotated corpus for model training. To circumvent laborious annotating efforts and the potential danger that artificial annotations are done by uninterested persons, exploitation of online reviews and their ratings, which are naturally annotated corpus, has become increasingly popular among researchers to conduct sentiment analysis. In this paper we develop a new rating regression model to compute word sentiments automatically based on online reviews and their ratings.
The second consideration is to experiment on a new idea of redefining the concept "user preferences" that have been addressed by previous collaborative filtering models, such as those discussed in section 2. There is no doubt user preference is a crucial and necessary factor in rating regression. For example, suppose we have a customer in a restaurant that cares more about taste rather than price. If the taste of the restaurant does not meet his expectation, most likely he would not give a good rating, no matter how good the price is. Otherwise he may give a positive rating even if the dinner is a little expensive. However, after careful examination of recent CF papers [1] [8] [9] [10] that include user preference in the modeling, we found the term is not clearly defined and it functions more like topic-level sentiment in the models.
We propose that it might be necessary to distinguish between user preference and sentiment. Intuitively, in the restaurant example, one's preference in taste does not necessarily mean one must give the restaurant's taste a high score. However, in CF models mentioned in section 2, user preferences act more like aspect-level sentiments because it is typically modelled as the sole type of factors that directly result in the overall ratings. For example, [8] models both word sentiments and review ratings as consequence of aspect "interests", therefore word sentiments exert effect on review ratings through the "interests" and must have a strong correlation with the "interests". Likewise in [9] the aspect scores are designed to cause ratings and sentence sentiments, thus the sentence sentiments must have a strong correlation with the aspect scores. Such correlation contradicts with our intuition and in model design it might also reduce the amount of information that can be unfolded through statistical inference. Our model TSPRA de-correlates user preference from sentiment by explicitly defining it as "how much a customer cares about a product aspect" and it is independent from sentiments. The difference is illustrated in Fig 1 (a) and (b) .
This change has a significant impact -now a high/low preference is allowed to co-occur with negative words and a low/high rating. This makes sense in real application. If one cares a lot about cellphone battery and buys a cellphone with a poor battery, one could give a negative comment with many negative words that lead to a low rating. By contrast, in CF models, a high "preference" typically implies a high rating and positive words. This change will be verified by a weak Pearson's correlation value as discussed in section 4.4. Fig 1 (a) user preference in two CF models [8] and [9] is designed to cause both the review rating and word/sentence sentiments , leading to a strong correlation between and ; (b) in our model preference and sentiment are designed as independent variables that codetermine the review rating.
The third concern lies in the number of product aspects. If we have many heterogeneous datasets, it would be laborious to find out appropriate topic number for each dataset, while experiment results on topic number based on one or two datasets, as done in [1] , might be unwarranted for other datasets. A further development of topic model, the HDP [5] where HDP stands for Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, help solve this issue. By taking advantage of the Dirichlet stochastic process we no longer need to specify the topic number for each dataset beforehand. Also in various settings it has been proven HDP models transcend LDA models [7] [6] in terms of perplexity, thus adoption of HDP model as the framework of a review model is promising.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 discusses previous review models and the HDP model. Section 3 introduces the setup of our regression model, the inference and prediction formulas. We demonstrate our experiment results in Section 4 and make conclusions and some remarks on future work in Section 5.
Related Work
Two main approaches are studied in recent publications regarding online review rating regression: the collaborative filtering (CF) approaches and the sentiment approaches. Collaborative filtering approaches are active research topics in rating regression and prediction. There are models not exploiting review contents, such as [11] [10], and they typically depend on factorization of the userproduct rating matrix. More recent models [12] [13] [14] endeavor to incorporate texts as additional resource beyond ratings to add to their predictive power and recognize product aspects. In these models, each aspect is associated with "preference" scores and the overall review rating is viewed as the aggregation of these aspect scores. Further developments unify sentiments into the CF framework. A recent study [9] associates each aspect with a "rating distribution" and views sentence sentiments as the consequence of these rating distributions. Another recent work [8] call the aspect scores as "interests" and combines word sentiments into their model. Both models are similar to our model in comparison to other CF models mentioned above, however, on one hand the "preferences" or "rating distributions" or "interests" feel somewhat like aspect-level sentiment given that they measure if customers like or dislike a product aspect; on the other hand the main objective of CF models is still doing recommendation, therefore sentiment, especially word sentiment, is a subordinate unit of analysis. In all these CF models, [8] is the only CF model that can infer word sentiments.
The other perspective of rating regression is to consider review ratings as a direct consequence of word sentiments. [15] proposes a probabilistic rating regression model that requires aspect keyword supervision, and the follow-up studies [2] removes the keyword supervision by merging LDA into the model to perform keyword assignment. Both papers can be viewed as a further extension to the work dedicated to combine aspects and sentiments -see [16] [17] [3] . Intuitively a key difference between these "sentiment" models and the CF models with sentiment is that in "sentiment" models the review ratings directly result from the aggregation of word sentiments, while the CF approaches treat word sentiments and review ratings as consequences of per-aspect user preferences.
Many of the above-mentioned works are developed from the topic model framework, typically LDA [4] , due to the fact that a reviewer usually comments on different aspects of a target item and the strong analogy between product aspects and topics. A direct extension to LDA is [5] which introduces a stochastic process name hierarchical Dirichlet process to infer number of topics from the data. Further improvements targeting rating regression include [18] and [19] . No matter "preference" or "sentiment", they are more meaningful with respect to a certain topic. User preference is usually regarding a product aspect. A word might be positive in one topic but negative in another topic. These models that adopt the topic model framework assign each topic a score, whether it is "preference", "interest" or "sentiment", and the overall review rating is viewed as an aggregation of the aspect scores.
Model Construction

Model Specification
Our model consists of four parts: the topic part, the sentiment part, the user preference part and the rating regression part. The topic part is the same as HDP [5] , and the rest are our extensions, as shown in Fig 2. These four parts together describe the generative process of observable data: review text and ratings.
We include a brief explanation of HDP (the part in the dashed box of Fig 2) for the sake of completeness. In HDP, 0 and are global and local random probability measures of topics defined by a two-level hierarchical Dirichlet process. This stochastic process produces K topics
where the number of topics K is dynamic. Moreover, each word in the review d is viewed as being drawn from one of the latent topics indexed by , where = 1, … , . HDP is intractable and it has to be realized through "representations". Specifically in our model we use the Chinese Restaurant Franchise (CRF) representation, which is a two-level Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP). By the CRF representation, each document is metaphorically a restaurant of the same franchise, and each word of the document is viewed as a customer dining at one restaurant. The first customer (the first word) must sit at a new table and order a "dish", where "table" is a metaphor of word cluster, "dish" is a metaphor of topic, and by "order a dish" we mean a topic is associated with the table and hence all words at the table. The next customer (the next word) either chooses an existing table to sit and share the "dish" of the table (i.e. the word is put in an existing cluster and is assigned to the topic associated with that table), or sits at a new table and orders a new dish (i.e. the new word is put into a new cluster and the cluster and a topic is assigned to the new cluster). All documents share the same set of topics, analogous to that all restaurants are under the same franchise serving the same set of dishes. In CRF representation, each is determined by a latent  table index assigned to word and a latent topic index assigned to table in review , i.e. = . For the sentiment part, × are × sentiment distributions where is the number of sentiment polarities and is the vocabulary size. In this paper is set 3 following the convention of sentiment analysis, indicating each word can be positive, negative or neutral. A word under topic is associated with a three-dimensional sentiment distribution , such as 0.2, 0.4, 0.4 where the numbers are the probabilities of the word being positive, negative or neutral under topic . We denote the latent sentiment index of word as , then is sampled from the sentiment distribution . We let = −1,0, +1 represent negative, neutral and positive sentiment respectively.
The preference part is similar to the sentiment part, where × are × preference distributions over strengths of preferences and users. In this paper is set 2 indicating user preference can be strong or weak. Now an author under topic is associated with a two-dimensional preference distribution , such as 0.2, 0.8 where the numbers are the probabilities of the author having strong or weak preference to topic . We denote the author of review d by , then there is also a preference index associated with each word , which is sampled from . We let = 0,1 represent strong and weak preference respectively. Rating regression part is the generative process of the review rating of document (the rating of an online review is typically a 1-5 scale). For each word, when the latent variables and are given, the rating variable is determined by the association rule in Table 1 . In the association rule, (1 ≤ ≤ 5) is a parameter of our model named "neutral rating". For a review rating of 1-5 scale, one might think the middle value = 3 is the neutral rating. In fact, this might not be true. We will see later in section 4 that in real world users tend to give positive ratings, and the experiment shows a better is larger than 3. We have the following two main reasons for this associations rule.
First, this association rule is intuitive, simple and straightforward. Our assumption is that if a user gives a fiver star rating, one must exhibit high concern as well as positive opinion. Therefor we map = 1, = 1 to = 5. If that product aspect is less concerned, i.e. = 0, then the consequent rating should be lower even if the sentiment is still positive. Hence = 0, = 1 is mapped to = 5+ 2
. Mapping = 1, = −1 to = 1, and mapping = 0, = −1 to
are for similar reasons. If = 0, meaning the user has no sentiment orientation, then the rating is the neutral value regardless of preference. Secondly, the association rule is our current solution to decouple sentiments from user preferences. By the rule, we can see a strong user preference can be accompanied by a negative sentiment, and a weak preference can co-occur with a positive sentiment. This is different from schemes in previous CF models like [8] [9], where user preferences over topics in a review are first sampled according to some distribution (e.g. beta distribution, normal distribution) based on review rating, and word sentiments under a topic are then sampled based on user preferences of that topic. As a result, a high rating will indicate both strong preference and positive sentiment, leading to a correlation between sentiments and preferences, and we argue that in those CF models user preferences function more like topic-level sentiments. Table 1 . The association rules for rating • If = 1 (strong preference) and = −1 (negative sentiment), then = 1.
• If = 0 (weak preference) and = −1, then = 1+ 2 .
• If = 1 and = +1 (positive sentiment), then = 5.
• If = 0 and
This rating is named neutral word rating, and a word with neutral word rating is named a neutral word.
Once all word ratings are determined, the review rating is drawn according to ~ (̅̅̅̅, 2 ), where ̅̅̅̅ is the mean of non-neutral word ratings (i.e. average of word ratings excluding neutral words), and 2 is the rating noise, and (̅̅̅̅, 2 ) is the normal distribution with ̅̅̅̅ as mean and 2 as variance. The above is the complete setup of the generative process assumed by our model, illustrated by the plate diagram in Fig 2, and we summarize the generative process as the following,
• Define the topic prior for global topic generation as a -dimensional Dirichlet distribution Dir( ), where is the vocabulary size. Define 0 as the global random probability measure distributed according to Dirichlet process DP( , ) where is the concentration parameter.
• For each topic  Draw a topic distribution over vocabulary ~Dir( )  For each word in the vocabulary, draw a distribution over 3-dimensional sentiment ~Dir( ).  For each author , draw a user preference distribution over 2-dimensional strength ~Beta( ).
• For each review authored by the user  Draw a local random probability measure from 0 distributed according to Dirichlet process DP( 0 , ) where is the concentration parameter. Table 1 .
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The rating of word in review . The rating (1-5) of review .
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Fig 2
The graphic presentation of our regression model, Topic-Sentiment-Preference Regression Analysis (TSPRA). Our model is able to perform topic-clustering, word-level sentiment analysis, topic-level preference analysis and rating regression simultaneously.
Comparing to HDP, our model adds three more latent variables for each word , and , where is generated by association rules given and . For counting variables, marginal counts are represented with dots. Thus
• represents the number of customers in restaurant at table , • represents the number of customers in restaurant eating dish ,
• represents the number of tables in restaurant , • represents the number of tables serving dish , and •• is the total number of tables occupied.
Inference
In training, the variables in our model TSPRA are estimated by a collection of reviews and their ratings. We adopt the Gibbs sampling [5] [20] to obtain latent variable estimation under the CRF representation of HDP and Dirichlet priors.
Based on CRF and the generative process illustrated in Fig 2, we have six sets of latent variables: , , , , and -the topic indexes, the table indexes of all words, the topic indexes of all tables, the word sentiments, the per-topic user preferences and word ratings. Note that is determined by and as discussed in section 3.1, and is determined by and using rules in Table  1 , therefore the whole state space are determined by ( , , ). The conditional distributions of this state space are iteratively re-sampled by the Gibbs sampler described below. Provided a sufficient number of re-sample iterations, the final estimation of latent variables can be viewed as a sample generated from the process in Fig 2, for detailed discussion, please refer to [21] .
Re-sample . We first re-sample the table index of each word according to equation (1) where the tilde "~" denotes "all other variables and parameters". In the situation when a word chooses an existing table, i.e. " is previously used", the topic of the chosen table is , then the likelihood of observation given and other variables is estimated using equation (2) .
In the situation when a customer chooses a new table, a topic needs to be sampled for the new table using equation (3). 
The rest of our inference for re-sample of table index is how to estimate the likelihood 
A special case when = is given by equation (6).
Re-sample . We then re-sample the topic index of each table in review by equation (7) . Note in this step all words associated with table might switch topic. 
In the situation when an existing topic is chose for table in review , the likelihood of observation ( , ) given topic is estimated by equation (8) . The same notation simplification applied to equation (5) also applies here, i.e. we simplify as , as , as , and as . 
Equation (8) is way too complicated to be evaluated in full, especially for the part summing over , which leads to a sum of | | terms. We might instead use the following approximation. 
A special case when = is given by equation (10) .
Re-sample (and , ). In this step we re-sample word ratings of each word . The Gibbs sampling runs for a sufficient number of iterations to repeatedly re-sample each conditional distribution of the state space ( , , ) according to equations (1) to (11) . When all iterations are complete, we can estimate the following parameters. 
Prediction
A regression model's performance is commonly evaluated by its ability to predict, so is our regression model. In prediction, our model is to estimate each rating of review by Gibbs sampling similar to what we described in section 3.2, however, this time is no longer observed, as shown as Fig 2, and it needs to be integrated out.
To integrate out , equation (5) is modified as equation (13), where , , come from the model trained in section 3.2 by equation (12) . 
In the special case when = , the equation is given by (14) .
Equation (9) is modified as
Equation (11) is modified as
Other equations of the prediction model's Gibbs sampling is the same as the regression model's Gibbs sampling described in section 3.2. When all iterations complete, we predict as the average of all non-neutral word ratings (17) .
̂= ̅̅̅̅ (17)
Experiments & Evaluations
In this section, we describe the experiments and evaluate the rating prediction performance, effects of parameters, performance of sentiment analysis, and per-aspect sentiment/user preference. The Amazon datasets provided by https://snap.stanford.edu/data/web-Amazon.html are used to evaluate TSPRA's rating performance. Each dataset is a collection of reviews with each review associated with an author ID, a product ID and a rating. The rating is a 1-5 scale to indicate the customer's satisfactory level for the purchase. We put 80% of an author's reviews in the training set and the remaining reviews in the test set. To make user preference effective, we require that each author has at least 3 reviews in the training sets and 1 review in the test set. For datasets that have too many reviews meeting this requirement, we limit the training set to contain no more than 8000 reviews. The size of each training set and test set are shown in Table 2 . The Amazon datasets provide realistic reviews for 22 different products, and we expect a comprehensive experiment on them would be convincing. Base on experiments of section 4.4 we choose = 3.5, 2 = 0.08. The concentration parameters are set to = 1.5, = 1.0, = 0.5, = 0.5, = 0.5 following the default values in [4] [5] . Before the experiment, the review texts are pre-processed to remove punctuations, stop words and lemmatize using Stanford NLP [22] . The java implementation of our model and experiment results are currently accessible from https://github.com/tonyrivermsfly/TSPRA.
Prediction Performance Evaluation
For rating prediction we compare our model against a latest state-of-art model FLAME [9] . The performance measures we consider include
• Absolute error -the absolute value of true rating minus prediction, which is a very straightforward measure. The result is shown in Table 3 , indicating our model reduces error in 18 of the 22 datasets, 9 of them achieves more than 10% reduction and with all datasets considered the average reduction is 6.7%. • Pearson's correlation -measures how well the predicted ratings correlate with their corresponding true ratings. For two reviews with true ratings 1 > 2 , a model with a higher correlation with the true values is in general less likely to give predictions ̂1 <̂2. The results in Table 4 show our model performs well in this measure, and outperforms FLAME more than 15% on 10 of the 22 datasets.
• Number of inverted pairs -counts the actual number of mis-ordered pairs of predicted ratings, i.e. the number of pairs of reviews such that 1 > 2 but ̂1 <̂2. The results in Table 5 shows our model achieves mild better performance in this measure.
We notice our model performs best in terms of error reduction on datasets cellphone (-16.5%), clothing (-14.6%), office (-13.4%) and pet (-12.0%). It has been discussed earlier in section 1 that decoupling sentiments and user preferences might bring potential performance improvement and make the model capable of discovering "critical aspects", those highly preferred aspects with relatively low sentiments. Later in section 4.3 we demonstrate the discovered obvious critical aspects in these four data sets. 
Sentiment Analysis
Our model is not only a rating regression model, but also a sentiment analysis model that can automatically identify continuous word sentiment polarity values from the product reviews. In the real world most product reviews are typically annotated by ratings, thus review rating prediction might not be of much practical use, although it serves as an important indicator of model performance as shown in section 4.1. On the contrary, word sentiments derived from the regression process could be much more valuable to business. Although many previous papers [2, 3, 8, 9, [15] [16] [17] include word sentiments as model factors, none of them demonstrate the sentiment analysis results in detail, especially the polarity evaluations.
In this section we compare the our model's sentiment polarity evaluations to SenticNet, which is first introduced in [23] . It is a public sentiment resource built by non-probabilistic approaches, where each word is also associated with a polarity value ranging from -1 to 1 to quantify from the most negative sentiment to the most positive sentiment. The latest version is SenticNet3 [24] . Due to the unavailability of sentiment analysis results of previous review models, we opt to compare our results with this public sentiment resource.
As explained in section 3.1 and 3.2, our model infers each word's sentiment distribution and stores them in matrix × . Recall that an element of this matrix is a three dimensional categorical distribution, indicating the probability of word being positive (let's denote it as + ), negative (denoted as − ) or neutral (denoted as 0 ) under topic . As before the noisy neutral probability is ignored and the polarity value of word is derive by formula (18) .
The vocabulary of the review texts has a 2524-word intersection with SenticNet3. The polarity distributions of this intersection are shown in Fig 4. From Fig 4 we see most of Sentic3 polarities are squeezed around the neutral polarity 0, while polarity estimations by our model TSPRA are more evenly distributed. Our estimations are right-skewed, which is caused by the unbalanced amount of 5-star review ratings in the datasets, see Table 2 . In the future we might want to perform a balanced sampling from the datasets and re-run the experiments.
We demonstrate the top 20 positive words and top 20 negative word identified by our model in Table 6 with comparison of their polarity values to SenticNet3 values, and our estimations are clearly a better match to our intuition in the context of review ratings. For example, "delicious", "tasty", "comfy" are expressing very positive sentiments in the context of product reviews (mostly food, we think), for which SenticNet3 only assigns quite unreasonable near-zero neutral values 0.05, 0.11, and 0.06. For another example, SenticNet3 assigns the obvious negative word "unreliable" and "awful" positive values 0.12, 0.12, while by contrast our model assigns -0.88, -0.78. The experiment of this section confirms that our model is also a good sentiment analysis model in addition to its ability of rating prediction. Top 20 positive words and top 20 negative words identified by our model are chosen for comparison with generally non-sentiment nouns like "mustang, doll, film" removed. "great" is the most positive word recognized by our model, and "dreadful" is the most negative word identified by our model. Those who are interested in the full list can view our public sentiment file https://github.com/tonyrivermsfly/TSPRA/blob/master/experiments/Word%20Sentiments.xlsx.
Critical Aspects
Due to the decoupling of user preference from sentiment, we find another practical use of our model in addition to sentiment analysis --identifying those product aspects with high user preference but low sentiments (aspect sentiment is derived from word sentiments). The results can help business decision makers to quickly recognize certain important product aspects they should pay attention to, which we call "critical aspects".
In our model TSPRA, the × matrix stores the inferred users' preferences distribution over product aspects. Recall that an element of this matrix is a 0-1 distribution, indicating the probability of user (let's denote it as + ) having strong preference to product aspect , and the probability of weak preference to product aspect . Thus the average aspect preference of a product aspect can be calculated by formula (19) , and its value ranges from 0 to 1. (19) Similar to formula (18) in section 4.2, formula (20) is used to calculate aspect sentiment and its value ranges from -1 to 1.
We then identify those aspects with minimum preference 0.3 and preference-sentiment ration being negative or larger than 2. These aspects are concerned by users yet quite negatively or less positively commented. We define these aspects as "critical aspects", meaning that business decision makers should really pay attention to these aspects, and improvement to these aspects could be most effective to enhance user experience.
The results for three datasets "cellphone", "clothing" and "office" are shown in Table 7 , where 4 critical aspects can be observed. Most frequent words of the 5 critical aspects are shown in Table 8 . Based on both tables we can clearly see "battery" and "phone call service" are aspects of "cellphone" that are of relatively high user concern but plagued by negative sentiment. Aspect "jeans" of product "clothing", and aspect "phone" of product "office" are also such critical aspects. Table 8 Most frequent words of the critical aspects in Table 7 Cellphone At the end we examine the Pearson's correlation between aspect preferences and aspect sentiments, which is a weak value 0.349 and it confirms that our decouple of these two types of variables in our model is valid. As mentioned in introduction, a distinction between TSPRA and collaborative filtering models like [8, 9] is that we define "preference" as how much customers care about a product aspect and by definition it is independent from word sentiments. In CF models "preference" is viewed more like aspect-level sentiment that causes word or sentence sentiments, which must have a strong correlation with the aggregation of word or sentence sentiments. The unbalanced amount of positive ratings, which possibly contributes to the right-skewness of the word sentiment polarity distribution, could also be the reason of the remaining correlation.
Experiments on Parameters
The neutral rating and rating noise are two main parameters introduced by our model TSPRA.
In this section we experiment on the effects of both parameters in terms of error. We choose 6 datasets with different average review ratings to test the parameter by fixing 2 = 0.08, and then we test As we can see there is no strong agreement on the best parameter among the datasets. That is not surprising since it is reasonable that different products have somewhat different neutral rating and rating noise. However, we do observe from the above charts that the model archives relatively good results on all six data sets when is around 3.5 and 2 is around 0.08. Hence we recommend = 3.5, 2 = 0.08 as the default values, as what we have done in section 4.1. Also we find 2 = 0.08 is actually making sense. The parameter value of 2 reflects our belief how the majority of users give the final rating based on the average of non-neutral word ratings (the neutral words are ignored when review rating is estimated, see section 3.1 and 3.2). Under normal distribution, 68% of final ratings vary from (̅̅̅̅ − σ, ̅̅̅̅ + σ) and 95% of final ratings vary from (̅̅̅̅ − 2σ, ̅̅̅̅ + 2σ). When we set 2 = 0.08 and thus ≈ 0.283, it actually indicates 68% of review ratings are in the range of (̅̅̅̅ − 0.283, ̅̅̅̅ + 0.283) and 95% of review ratings are in the range of (̅̅̅̅ − 0.566, ̅̅̅̅ + 0.566). In plain words this implies users are rounding their review ratings. For example, if a user wants to rate a product as 3.7, then due to limit of the 1-5 scale, the user has to round the rating to 4.0.
Conclusion
We have proposed a model that considers topics, sentiments and user preferences as integrated factors to explain review texts and ratings. Two distinctions between our model and previous models are the de-correlation between preference and sentiment, and the adoption of HDP framework that automatically identifies the topic number of each dataset. Our model outperforms the FLAME model proposed by [9] in terms of error, Pearson's correlation and number of inverted pairs. Further experiment on sentiment analysis show our model can yield very reasonable word sentiments, most of them make more sense in comparison to a public sentiment resources SenticNet3 [24] constructed via non-probabilistic approaches. A third experiment shows our model is able to capture the "critical aspects" -the negatively commented product aspects concerned a lot by users. Improving the critical aspects would be most effective to enhance overall user experience. Last but not the least, the correlation between "preference" and "sentiment" in our model is weak, verifying our claim that these two concepts are largely independent factors. 
